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Guests at ICE London 2020 encountered a library of proven slots for Konami Gaming, Inc.’s award-winning 
specialty cabinets: KX 43™ and Concerto Opus™. More than 35,000 gaming executives and professionals had 
the opportunity to experience Konami’s top titles of the new year on February 4 – 6, 2020. Popular linked 
progressive series such as Dragon’s Law SeleXion®, Ba Fang Jin Bao™, Treasure Ball™, and more, covered stand 
#S7-110 with proven math and original mechanics. Concerto Slant showcased more than two dozen games, as 
a continuation of Konami’s Concerto dual-screen content. In addition, this year marked the ICE premiere of 
Konami’s new DIMENSION 49J™ cabinet, with premium merchandising options and high-end entertainment 
value.  
 
 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 

Target Release: Available Now 
KX 43 and Opus featured a large lineup of 4K UHD game content during ICE 2020, 
including integrated jackpot games, linked progressives, and SeleXion multi-
game compatible progressives. Proven series including Treasure Ball, Ba Fang Jin 
Bao, and Triple Sparkle arrived at this year’s show for operators to experience 
firsthand. With a standard cabinet width, four-times the pixel depth of standard 
HD, and leading library of 4K UHD game themes, Konami’s award-winning KX 43 
is designed as a trim-fit champion for any area of the floor. Its 43-inch, edge-lit 
portrait screen carries custom-programed graphic interaction with the LCD 
button panel, which is inlaid a relaxed slant top. Konami also brought top gaming 
entertainment to the big screen during ICE with Opus. Its extra-large, 65-inch 
display makes every win an incredible celebration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=10067&k2=2&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=10065&k2=2&K3=0&K4=0


 

 
 
 

 
 
Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Available Now 
Treasure Ball is a one-of-a-kind linked progressive game available on Concerto 
Opus and KX 43. Inspired by the surprising fun of retro coin-operated toy capsule 
machines, Treasure Ball can be recognized by its large globe of round mystery 
prize balls, which players can redeem and reveal during the bonus. As a unique 
attract feature, Treasure Ball’s long-tailed dragon character periodically flies 
across all connected screens simultaneously with incredible effect. This linked 
progressive game combines with most any KP3+™ base game, including Lion 
Carnival™, 5 Elemental Legends™, Cobra Hearts™, Mammoth Power™, and more. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Available Now 
Konami’s popular SeleXion multi-game technology and player-favorite Dragon’s 
Law™ series are coming together in an entirely new Dragon’s Law SeleXion pack 
in 4K UHD. Available on KX 43 and Opus, Dragon’s Law SeleXion showcases a pair 
of progressive jackpot games, each championed by the iconic long-tailed dragon 
first popularized on the company’s Podium® cabinet.  
 
In Dragon’s Law Boosted™, players can enjoy the familiar 5-reel game or select 
the “BOOSTED” button to double the lines with double the reel frame. In 
addition to the random wild feature that players know and love, Dragon’s Law 
Boosted has a random progressive jackpot chance, including a $5,000+ Maxi.  
 
The SeleXion companion title to Dragon’s Law Boosted is Dragon’s Law Rapid 
Fever™, which showcases the popular Dragon’s Law mystery wild feature with 
fantastic high-reward potential. Throughout primary play, an activated Strike 
Zone™ area is outlined in blue, which players can expand from right to left by 
increasing their extra bet amount. Randomly during or after any spin, the long-

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11164&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11192&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11191&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11191&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0


 

tailed dragon flies down to the reels to scatter wild symbols packed with a fever 
of random bonus prizes, including credit awards, jackpots, and wheel spins. All 
prizes that land within the selected Strike Zone are awarded, while those that 
land outside the Strike Zone serve as regular wild symbols.  
 
 

 
 
 

 
Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Available Now 
Players can experience an epic array of pulse-pounding linked progressive titles 
with Konami’s original Ba Fang Jin Bao™ series, available on KX 43 and Opus. Ba 
Fang Jin Bao offers a $10,000+ grand jackpot on its symbol-driven, four-level 
linked progressive platform. This game makes the most of the popular penny 
game category, with bets ranging from 88-cents to $8.80, with higher jackpot 
odds at higher bet levels. Available Ba Fang Jin Bao base games—Abundant 
Fortune™, Fortune Totems™, and Joy of Riches™—all feature a progressive 
chance anytime a gold ingot symbol lands on the reels. 
 

 
 
 

Abundant Fortune provides a bounty of adventure throughout game play. 
Free games are triggered when any three or more gold mark symbols fall 
on the reels. The player is invited to choose the gold symbol that catches 
their eye. Each time this selected symbol lands on the reels, both the 
symbol and the reel frame expand, to a max of 5-5-5-5-5.  
 
 
 
 
Fortune Totems is a compatible complement to Abundant Fortunes in the 
Ba Fang Jin Bao linked progressive series. During the free games, players 
select which picture symbol they wish to become gold for the duration of 
the feature. This selected gold symbol appears with nudging stacks and 
higher payouts. In addition, the gold symbol has an incrementing 
multiplier that increases each time it lands in a winning combination 
during the free games.  

 
 
 

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11201&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11201&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11201&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11202&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0


 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Q1, 2020 
Diamond Trails™ is a symbol-driven progressive series that gives players a unique 
instant credit prize feature while they work toward linked and standalone jackpot 
opportunities. Throughout game play, diamonds stretch up across the top of the 
screen. When any 4 or more diamonds are collected on the primary reels, players 
have a chance to claim instant credit prizes from the diamonds stretching up 
above the reels, reaching higher amounts as the player advances to higher 
diamond levels, up to potential jackpot prize opportunities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

With an adventurous outdoor safari theme, Safari Winnings™ is a standard 
5-reel base game that takes Diamond Trails to the land of lions, rhinos, 
and zebras. Throughout primary play, paw symbols appear across all reels. 
If any 3 or more paw symbols are collected, up to 12 free games are 
awarded, as additional diamond symbols rush onto the reels for increased 
jackpot odds.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ocean Winnings™ is a compatible complement to Safari Winnings on 
Diamond Trails, with the backdrop of a spectacular underwater world. 
During the free game feature, high-value picture symbols randomly 
transform to include a nautical red and white border. At the conclusion of 
the spin, these transforming picture symbols are overtaken by a splash 
effect to become wild.  

 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
KX 43, Concerto Crescent, & Concerto Stack / Target Release: Available Now  
Players can build their own bonus wheel and drum up a collection of jackpot 
prizes in Deluxe Spin-der™. This integrated jackpot game features an exciting 
wheel bonus, expanding wilds, and expanding wild multipliers, delivered through 
an extra prize reel. Located just above the primary reel frame, the extra prize 
reel is activated from left to right with increasing extra bet amounts. If active, 
each of the three extra reels can send expanding full-reel wilds to the reels 
below, as well as expanding wild multipliers during the free games. The wheel 
feature is triggered when any 6 wheel symbols appear on the reels. The highest 
symbols prizes displayed are then inserted to the prize wheel to build a deluxe 
wheel, with guaranteed awards.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Available Now  
Rising Koi™ is an original Strike Zone game. This symbol-driven standalone 
jackpot game allows players to expand a central reel area called the Strike Zone 
for more win opportunities as they increase their bet amount. Whenever a Koi 
symbol lands in the Strike Zone with a Trigger symbol on reel 5, the Rising Koi 
Feature is awarded. The Koi fish symbols awaken, splash into the pond at the 
lower half of the screen, and jump up to catch credit awards highlighted in the 
upper half of the screen. Any credit awards they reach are instantly awarded, 
and can even include the large jackpot prize. Koi symbols can also include a 
mystery multiplier.   

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11208&k2=1&K3=0|1&K4=0|3,5,6,7,9
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11177&k2=1&K3=0|1&K4=0|1


 

 
 
 

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Q1, 2020 
Treasure Lounge™ is a 4K UHD integrated jackpot game with a novel play 
mechanic that doesn’t involve traditional spinning reels. When the player hits 
spin, various Tiki symbols slide onto the screen in five columns of random height. 
Any columns which are tall enough to reach the blue credit prize symbols 
displayed in the upper part of the screen then claim those rewards. If a bonus 
reel appears in the upper half of the screen, players win either the Tiki Drop 
Feature, Tiki Rise Feature, or both combined. In the Tiki Drop feature, additional 
Tiki symbols are randomly dropped across the reel frame, and in the Tiki Rise 
Feature, stacks of Tiki symbols nudge to the height of the tallest Tiki for added 
win potential. Treasure Lounge also includes a multiplier feature, as well as a 
wheel spin feature filled with credit prizes and four different jackpot levels. 
Depending on the player’s selected bet level, wheel spins are displayed at the 
highest part of the reel frame, for users to claim any time a Tiki column reaches 
it. 

 
 
 
 
 

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Q2, 2020 
Konami’s popular Triple Sparkle linked progressive series is taking on new 
territory with the addition of Majestic Moon Triple Sparkle™. Its proven betting 
structure incentivizes higher bets for a greater chance of a higher jackpot. 
Whenever framed Action Stacked Symbols® undergo a third transformation, 
players can win a Mini bonus, Major bonus, Mega progressive, or large Maxi 
progressive starting at $10,000. Majestic Moon Triple Sparkle can link compatibly 
with Riches Daikoku Triple Sparkle™ and Solstice Celebration Triple Sparkle™.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Available Now 
Fans of Chili Chili Fire™ can experience the thrill of the mystery Fade Away 
Feature™ with an all-new jackpot chance in Konami’s new Chili Chili Fire Boosted 
Wins & Wilds™ symbol-driven linked progressive.  When players bet up the 

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11197&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11197&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0


 

button panel at 180, 360, or 540 credits, they activate an array of boosted 
potential wins and wilds in each spin. By betting in the “boosted” range, all wins 
are multiplied by 2x, 4x, or 6x. In addition, all neighboring wild symbols become 
stacked wilds or stacked wild jackpot symbols. When any stacked jackpot symbol 
appears entirely at the end of a spin, the corresponding jackpot is instantly 
awarded. Because the Fade Away Feature can randomly eliminate all lower-
value card symbols after any spin—leaving only picture symbols, stacked wilds, 
and stacked jackpot symbols—there is a strong anticipation and reward potential 
when the Fade Away Feature is triggered.  
 

 
 

Target Release: Available Now 
Characterized by a sleek immersive design and backed by the powerful KP3+ 
platform, Konami’s dual-screen Concerto™ upright and Slant have become the 
launch point for a number of top-performing releases from Chili Chili Fire to Lion  
Carnival. Concerto’s rich library of original game content continues to introduce 
leading entertainment from base game innovations to never-before-seen jackpot 
mechanics. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Concerto upright, Slant & SeleXion / Target Release: Available Now 
The next generation in Konami’s iconic Jackpot Streams™ coin-pusher jackpot 
bonus is a 5-level linked progressive called Jackpot Streams Evolution™. This 
mystery trigger progressive carries an additional wheel spin bonus and upgraded 
jackpot tokens based on extra bet contribution. When the coin-pusher action 
begins, players receive a number of upgraded token rewards based on their 
extra bet and watch as the action unfolds. Jackpot Streams Evolution combines 
with most KP3+ base game themes on Concerto upright and Slant. 

 
 
 
 

Concerto upright & Slant / Target Release: Available Now 
Konami’s popular SeleXion made its return to ICE, backed by the industry’s most 
agile and customizable multi-game technology. Konami is showcased SeleXion on 
Concerto Slant, with more than two dozen themes. Operators can custom select 
a mix of game themes on a single machine, as well as a progressive bonus. 

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=56&k2=2&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11193&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=58&k2=2&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=57&k2=2&K3=0&K4=0


 

SeleXion’s robust processing power gives players the fastest game change speed 
and an optimal interface to enjoy a fun mix of their favorite games in one spot.    

 
 
 
 
 

Concerto upright, Slant & SeleXion / Target Release: Available Now 
Fans of Konami Gaming, Inc.’s Sparkling Roses™ 15-reel game can experience the 
glamour and romance of the popular original with even greater mystery 
multipliers in Sparkling Roses Multiplier Blast™. Throughout primary play, bonus 
multipliers appear randomly atop high-value picture symbols. Any multipliers 
that land are multiplied together for wins up to 300x. Three or more Rose 
symbols trigger up to 12 free games, where the mystery multiplier feature is 
active in every spin. This original release is available for Concerto upright and 
Slant, and is compatible with SeleXion multi-game.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concerto upright, Slant & SeleXion / Target Release: Available Now 
Star Light 7s™ is a standard 5-reel game featuring classic slot symbols in eye-
catching bold colors. Players can line-up fruit symbols and lucky 7s for a chance 
at up to 5,000 credits per payline! A pay table is displayed across the upper top 
box for attraction and ease-of-reference. Star Light 7s is available in 5, 10, 15, 
and 20-line configurations, fixed or conventional. 
 

 
 
 
 

Concerto upright, Slant & SeleXion / Target Release: Available Now 
Lion Carnival™ is among the latest releases in Konami’s popular Multiple Lines 15 
REELS™ series. Similar to titles like Sparkling Roses™, Lion Carnival features a 
mystery multiplier chance throughout game play. All multipliers appearing after 
the reels stop will be multiplied together, for a total multiplier from 1x to 144x. 
During the free games, the mystery multiplier feature is always active. Lion 
Carnival was featured at ICE 2020 on Concerto SeleXion.  

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11149&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11189&k2=1&K3=0&K4=0
https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11128&k2=1&K3=0|1&K4=0|1


 

 
 
 

Concerto upright & Slant / Target Release: Q1, 2020 

Golden Messenger™ is a persistent state, 3-level standalone progressive with a 
symbol-drive jackpot mechanic. Whenever any 3 coins land on the reels, players 
are presented with a random pick game. A green pick game invites players to 
select one of three mystery credit prizes. A blue pick game offers three mystery 
free game awards. Lastly, a red pick game grants a selection of 3 mystery jackpot 
awards. During the free games, players only need to collect 1 coin to retrigger 
the pick feature.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Concerto upright & Slant / Target Release: Q1, 2020 

Toadally Wild™ is an original new standalone progressive game, with multi-
denomination capabilities and 3-level integrated jackpots. All symbols in the 
center reels carry colored backgrounds—either blue, red, or green. Whenever 3 
symbols land with matching colors in a row (vertically or horizontally) they 
transform to wild toad symbols for big potential payouts. Stacks of gold 
background symbols appear on reels 1 and 5.  Whenever gold background fills 
the first and last reels, the Jackpot Bonus Feature is awarded. The entire reel 
frame transforms to two gigantic symbol positions, which players spin to 
determine instant prizes including credit awards, standalone bonus jackpots, and 
the maxi progressive.   
 
DIMENSION 49J 
 
This year marked the ICE debut of Konami’s new DIMENSION 49J, equipped with 
a 49-inch 4K Ultra HD (UHD) display and designed with a “J” curve for an 
improved player viewing angle. Engineered from the ground up, its streamlined 
frame and custom merchandizing options deliver entertainment over a wide 
variety of potential placement areas on the casino floor. The DIMENSION 49J’s 
custom-engineered button interface is contained within a lighted deck, with dual 
classic spin buttons and generous surface space for drinks, phones, and other 
personal effects. Additional player conveniences include a wireless smartphone 
charging pad, USB port, and built-in handbag hook.  

https://www.gaming.konami.com/Games/GamesCatalog.aspx?k1=11194&k2=1&K3=0|1&K4=0|3,5,6,7,9
https://www.gaming.konami.com/K49J.aspx


 

 
Konami’s latest video slot cabinet is the launch pad for a rich library of 4K UHD 
Konami game content, designed to maximize moment-by-moment excitement 
and anticipation for players. From the suspense of Konami’s iconic Silent Hill® 
video game franchise, to the proven performance of All Aboard™ out of Konami’s 
Australia office, this machine is backed by a compelling mix of debut titles. 
 

 
 
49J / Target Release: Target Release: Q2, 2020 
Symbol-driven excitement is just around the track with Konami’s All Aboard 
linked progressive launch series. The game features a multi-level progressive, 
with comprehensive multi-denom options. Six or more train symbols trigger a 
Stay & Spin™ feature, taking players on a journey to ample rewards and action-
packed bonuses.  This launch series was featured at ICE with custom-branded 
chairs and bank filler displays.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Players can enjoy a burst of symbol-driven bonus excitement with 
Dynamite Dash™. Led by the game’s friendly frontiersman, they embark 
on a gold mining adventure through the old west, complete with credit 
collect features and integrated progressive jackpot opportunities. During 
the Stay & Spin bonus feature, collected credit prizes can each be 
awarded, up to nine times in the same round.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A crowned piggy bank character leads the way to premium pays in this All 
Aboard launch title. Piggy Pennies™ gives players the chance at a linked 
progressive grand jackpot, as well as four increasing bonus awards that 



 

scale according to selected bet level and denom. The game’s lighthearted 
art and warm graphics make for a much-loved journey of jackpot 
excitement.  
 
 

### 


